ABSTRACT Device-to-device (D2D) communication is a promising concept for improving user experiences and resource utilization in cellular networks. This type of communication enables two or more mobile devices in proximity to establish local links, coordinated by a base station, to perform direct data exchange. The benefits of D2D communication include ubiquitous computing and communication, enhanced energy efficiency, creation of new services, and so on. However, how to establish the trust relationship between two devices is a base problem that should be solved. In this paper, we propose a situational awareness trust evolution model for mobile devices involved in D2D communication. Compared with available trust evaluation schemes, we consider the comprehensive situation that a mobile device may encounter. We use what a device wants and what it can obtain to depict the situation of the device when given a concrete interaction (transaction). We give the method to get quantitative description of such information, and then the coefficients of the new proposed trust evolution function can be determined. To demonstrate the efficiency of our method, we conduct some experiments to show the properties of our method, and the results show that our trust evolution scheme is consistent with the intuition about trust in real life. Furthermore, we compare our scheme with two state-of-the-art dynamic trust evaluation schemes in different usage scenarios of mobile devices. The results show that our scheme can perform well in all scenarios, whereas the other two schemes can perform well only in some of the tested scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing awareness that trust is a prerequisite for interactions among entities in distributed networks has led to many trust management schemes for various systems. Most traditional trust models are pre-configured with static behavior, which means that the same behavior will always result in the same trust evaluation result. These methods are designed to protect entities in a certain system with a fixed network structure and communication pattern. Some available works about trust evolution consider the dynamicity of trust in terms of the passing of time [1] - [3] . These works presented how trust value or trust-related evidence decays over time; however, the evolution pattern is also configured manually before the first use of the trust evaluation scheme [4] .
Currently, device-to-device (D2D) communication provides a future in which mobile devices can establish a direct connection to perform various tasks. D2D communication is a promising concept for improving user experiences and resource utilization in cellular networks, and it enables two or more mobile devices to establish local links to perform direct data exchange. This means that mobile devices may encounter multifarious environments rather than remain in a single situation [5] ; thus, its trust evolution pattern is increasingly dependent on its real-time environment, including the physical location, network environment, the presence of other entities (e.g., objects and people) [6] , and so on. Therefore, it is clear that the trust evolution pattern of mobile devices should no longer be static during the entire life of the network system, even for a given trustor, trustee and transaction.
Although people now realize the dynamicity of the trust model with a given certain trustor, trustee and transaction, the available models generally only take the experience about the involved transaction into account to evaluate a trustee's trust level. In fact, an entity's real-time attitude or standard to establish a trust relationship with others should vary with the situation that it is encountering. In reality, there are many factors that influence a mobile device's trust evolution pattern toward a certain trustee and transaction. In addition to the historical experience of the transaction, environmental factors play an increasingly more important role in the trust evolution process. Both the virtual and physical environment of a mobile device can be variable, e.g., a laptop can be placed in a fixed position or move at a high speed, and it can also be involved in a static or dynamic network topology. If a mobile device adopts a static trust evaluation scheme for a certain transaction, then the effect of the scheme may be heavily discounted or even result in an incorrect result if the involved environment changes. Therefore, mobile devices urgently need an adaptive trust evolution model that can perform well in changing environments such that it can cater to the use features of mobile devices in D2D communication.
Considering the above problem, we present a situational awareness trust evolution scheme for mobile devices in this paper. In this scheme, the trust evaluation standard of a mobile device varies with its changing situation. This property means that given the interaction history between two mobile devices, the trust evaluation results will be different in different situations. Here, the situation of a device depicts a comprehensive picture integrating what it wants and what it can obtain now. We will explain the ''situation'' in detail in the following sections.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we formalize the situation that a mobile device may encounter. Furthermore, we propose a trust evolution scheme whose independent variable is the amount of net positive interactions between the trustor and trustee devices. The coefficients of the trust evolution function are not constant; rather, they vary with the trustor device's situation information such that the trust evolution pattern can always cater to the current situation and provide a reasonable trust evaluation result. In this case, the same behavior presented by a device's counterpart in different situations will result in different trust levels.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related works. Then, we analyze the situation space of a mobile device in Section III. Section IV introduces the underlying factors that influence the trust evolution pattern of a mobile device. The proposed trust evolution scheme is described in Section V. In Section VI, we present the experiments that we performed to verify the effect of our method, followed by the discussion in Section VII. Finally, we present our conclusions and outline a few directions for future work in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORKS
Trust as the best long-term rational strategy has been potentially applied to a variety of cases [7] . Many researchers have proposed trust models for different systems using different theories and technologies. Some logical-based methods were proposed many years ago [8] , [9] . These credential-based methods use predefined logical inference rules to assert that an entity has a certain attribute [10] or role [11] , which is similar to authentication schemes [12] - [15] . In the open network environment, the experience-based computational trust model is the most commonly used model [16] . The past behavior of an entity is used as the evidence for calculating its reputation or trust level, for which probabilistic approaches are widely used [17] . In these models, different trust metrics were taken into account to obtain a more comprehensive and reasonable result [18] . However, they were generally designed for systems with static structures and communication patterns, such as wireless sensor networks [19] , [20] , cloud computing [21] , and ad hoc networks [22] , [23] ; thus, the behavior of these models is also pre-configured. In these models, given the same interaction history, they will always provide the same evaluation result without considering the factors that may influence the trust evaluation standard or tendency.
Regarding D2D communications, as a promising technology for the next-generation mobile communication networks (5G), its security problem, which is essential for the success of D2D services, has not yet been thoroughly studied in the literature. In such a communication network, a mobile device may encounter various situations, e.g., disconnected from its preferred security infrastructure, surrounded by stranger devices, involved in an emergency task, and so forth. This means that mobile entities should be able to evaluate the performance of other entities and make decisions in the presence of unknown and uncontrollable environments. It is clear that a trust management scheme is a great choice for solving this problem, whereas traditional computational trust models cannot address this problem. One way to address this challenge is to construct a proper trust framework for D2D communication similar to how people use trust in daily communications [24] . Specifically, we should combine the traditional trust management with the dynamics and flexibility of the human notion of trust.
Jensen et al. proposed a dynamic trust evolution model that depends on an entity's inclination to trust others [25] . In their scheme, an entity's inclination is influenced by its interaction experience. A successive good experience will lead to an optimistic trust evolution pattern, which makes trust grow more rapidly in the following interactions (the curve of the trust function becomes sharper), and vice versa. Here, the dynamicity of the trust preference is considered to be only influenced by the experience. Saied et al. designed a trust management system for the Internet of Things considering the variety of contexts and services [26] . The context that they defined includes the concrete service involved, the capability of the trustee, the trustee's current trust level and the time.
The dynamicity that the authors considered is the update of the recommender's trust level and the trustee's level. Thus, this scheme also did not consider the various scenarios that an entity may encounter. Mhetre et al. presented a trust scheme for D2D communications based on fuzzy theory [27] , although they only used the fuzzy theory in the calculation process. The core idea of this model is still gathering the direct trust score, indirect trust recommendation and the uncertain of the recommendation to obtain a comprehensive trust score. In fact, referring to the dynamicity, trust management for mobile devices in D2D communications is naturally related to context awareness. Any data that can be used to improve security solutions can be viewed as contextual information, such as social environment, surrounding objects, user habits and so on. Marsh introduced the concept of ''device comfort'', which expects a mobile device to have the comprehensive ability to collect, recognize, and utilize its constantly changing context to infer its security situation and take the corresponding action to protect itself [28] . Marcus et al. proposed the logical foundations of an adaptive security infrastructure concept that took the environment into account [29] . There are also some studies in computer security that consider contextual factors [30] - [32] .
Regarding the impact of contextual factors in the process of establishing trust, there are also available context-aware trust models [26] , [33] - [36] . Reference [26] studied a trust management system for the Internet of Things considering the context. Reference [33] proposed a context-aware computational trust model based on Bayesian networks. In this model, the context and the result of each interaction between two agents are recorded, and the Bayesian network is updated forthwith based on the agent's dynamic behavior. Reference [34] presented a context-aware trust prediction method for distributed networks. In this model, the authors emphasized that the context may influence the behavior of an entity; thus, the same entity has different behaviors in different contexts. Reference [35] described a context-aware trust model for location-based service recommendation (LBSR). The authors took the service type and service price as the context, which is a factor in the trust evaluation function. The function is the weighted sum of four types of factors that influence the trust of a service provider defined by the author.
Although the trust models mentioned above took context into account to reflect the dynamicity of trust, they did not provide an upper level analysis about the dynamicity of trust evolution in a varying environment. We need to determine the mechanism of trust evolution for mobile devices to obtain a trust model that matches the use features of mobile devices.
III. THE SITUATION SPACE OF A MOBILE DEVICE
As described above, the trust evolution of a mobile device is influenced by its real-time situation; thus, we should first analyze the situation space of a mobile device to clearly determine which situations a mobile device may encounter when it is involved in a transaction.
In the real world, if a graduate student has obtained many offers and all of them came from well-known companies with excellent benefits and a promising future, he or she will have a high standard for choosing a job. In this case, it is very difficult for a company to be considered as a good choice in his or her mind. Conversely, a student who needs money to survive but has not received any offers may accept a job that is considered too bad in the aforementioned student's mind. In this case, the student has a strong motivation to receive a job offer because of the limitation of the resource and the imperious demand. Thus, different situations lead to different attitudes, and different attitudes will lead to different evaluation preferences.
According to sociology and psychology, we define a mobile device's situation as ''what does the device want and what it can obtain now''. ''What does a device want'' means its requirement to the counterpart and the degree of urgency of the device to perform an interaction. ''What a device can obtain'' means all the information that the device can gather to assist the trust evaluation. We know that it is not realistic and is unnecessary to consider all aspects and information in the trust evaluation process; thus, we select the most representative factors as the content of what a device can obtain. These factors are the physical environment, virtual environment and the counterpart candidates' trust state. In general, the higher a device's requirements are, the more cautious attitude it will hold when it establishes a trust relationship with others. In addition, the better the quality of the resource that it can obtain, the easier it is for the device to trust others, and vice versa. The requirement of a device to its counterpart in this paper means the requirement to the trustee's behavior. A device may accept a counterpart who performed a considerable amount of negative behavior previously, whereas it may only accept an entity who is always well behaved. Here, the better the candidates' historical behavior (trust level) and the more comfortable the environment (including both physical and virtual) feels, the higher the quality of resources that the device receives. In Fig. 1 , we depict a mobile device's situation space and its corresponding preference in terms of the trust evaluation. VOLUME 6, 2018 As shown in this figure, there are four types of situations in which a mobile device may be involved: high requirement and bad resource, high requirement and good resource, low requirement and bad resource, and low requirement and good resource. According to the above analysis, in different situations, a device should have different trust evaluation standards corresponding to different trust evolution patterns. In the next section, we will introduce the underlying factors that influence the trust evolution pattern in detail.
IV. UNDERLYING FACTORS INFLUENCING THE TRUST EVOLUTION PATTERN
In this section, we will analyze the underlying factors that influence a mobile device's trust evolution pattern. Jensen et al. introduced three types (neutral, optimistic and cautious) of trust evolution patterns in [25] . Neutral evolution pattern means that the graph of the trust evaluation function is a straight line. Optimistic evolution pattern means that a device tends to trust others based on a few experiences; thus, the slope of the trust function becomes increasingly smaller as the interaction increases, whereas a cautious device presents the opposite behavior. Ultimately, a device's preference of establishing a trust relationship with others is essential for determining the trust evolution pattern.
In the above, we define the trust situation of a mobile device as a combination of all the things that are occurring and related to the trust decision. Specifically, the trust situation includes what does the mobile device want and what it can obtain. In the following, we will analyze the factors that influence a device's preference in the trust establishment process given a concrete transaction.
A. HISTORICAL EVIDENCE ABOUT THE CURRENT TRANSACTION
Given a transaction, the first factor that influences the preference of trust establishment is the historical evidence about the current transaction. As Jensen et al. stated, it is reasonable that a device with a pleasant interaction history will have more confidence for the following interactions. Thus, the more successful interactions that a device has experienced, the more positive preference it has to trust others, as well as the higher standard it has for its counterparts, and vice versa.
For example, assume that a smartphone is connected to the WiFi in its owner's office and that there are several neighbors (N 1 , N 2 , · · · , N s ) that interacted with the smartphone to perform transaction t i . If N 1 , N 2 , · · · , N s−1 interacted with the smartphone 1000 times within a period and all of them were successful, while N s interacted with the smartphone only twice, it is difficult to view N s as completely trustworthy even though the two interactions were all successful because compared with most other counterparts, the evidence that supports its trustworthiness is relatively weak. If the overall interaction history between the smartphone and its neighbors is unsatisfactory, then the trust level of a counterpart should evolve more rapidly than the former case because the bad experience can lower the exception and standard of the device to its counterpart. We can use the trust level of the trustor device's counterpart devices in terms of the involved transaction to indicate the trustor's historical evidence. For simplicity and without loss of accuracy, we can use the average trust level (denoted as atl) of the trustor device's counterpart devices who have interactions with it in terms of the currently considered transaction and the average number of good interactions (denoted as ani) between the trustor and these counterparts to indicate the historical evidence of the trustor. The larger atl is, the higher the trustor's requirement will be. Moreover, the larger ani is, the more times that good interactions are needed by a trustee to obtain a high trust level.
B. GENERAL COMFORT LEVEL
The second factor is the general comfort level of the trustor device. General comfort level was proposed by Stephen Marsh [37] . It is a general feeling of a device in terms of the security of its environment without considering a specific task. This factor considers the device's physical and virtual location, the trust of the device to its user and the historical behavior to depict the secure status of the device unaffected by the current use of the device. In the trust evolution process, the trust of the device to its user will not influence the trust evolution pattern of the device; thus, we adopt the transformation of Stephen's general comfort level. Our definition of the general comfort level of a device is shown below.
1) Loc D is the feeling of the device about its physical environment. In this paper, we only consider the physical location. If the device is in a comfort zone, such as its owner's home, then its value should be high. 2) Soc D is the feeling of the device about its virtual environment (in other words, its network environment). We can abstract the environment space of a device using the device's physical location and the dynamics of the topology of the device's network. If the physical location is familiar to the device, we can state that the physical environment is comfortable, and the more familiar the location is, the more comfortable the device feels, and vice versa. If the device is involved in a network in which it has relatively fixed neighbors, we state that its virtual environment is comfortable, whereas if its topology is highly dynamic, we say that the device will feel uncomfortable about the virtual environment, which will result in a cautious attitude in the trust evaluation process. The network topology and the physical location can both be detected by the sensors embedded in mobile devices.
In the following, we use some symbols to represent the elements mentioned above: 1) loc: It is the device's current physical location, which can be represented by its latitude and longitude. 2) S: It is the set of SSID currently detected by the mobile device.
3) N (t): It is the set of the mobile device's one-hop neighbors at the tth time slot. 4) α: It is used to indicate the dynamics of the network topology in which the device is involved. Now, we show how to calculate each component that influences the general comfort level. The LocD can be calculated using the following function:
where comfortzone and uncomfortzone are predefined geographic areas where the device does or does not like to be; when the device is neither in a comfort zone nor in an uncomfort zone, we use a function dis to compute the closest physical distance between loc and the predefined comfort zone to measure its comfort level to the physical environment. D is a predefined boundary value. We can see that the farther the device is from its comfort zone, the lower its comfort level to the physical environment will be. When the distance exceeds D, its comfort level will decrease to 0. The SocD can be obtained using the following functions:
S a in Eq. 3 reflects the confidence of a mobile device toward its network environment. In Eq. 4, familiarity(i) indicates the familiarity of the device to the network whose SSID is i. We can use the proportion of time that the device accesses this network during a predefined period as the familiarity of this network; thus, there is i∈S familiarity(i) ≤ 1. signal_strength(i) is a function that maps the signal strength of i to a real number falling between 0 and 1. The larger the value of signal_strength(i) is, the stronger the signal of the network is. Eq. 4 means that the more familiar the network environment is to the device, the more willing the device is to trust others, and vice versa. For example, a device should be more cautious in trusting an entity when involved in an open and strange network environment.
S c in Eq. 3 reveals the feeling of a mobile device toward its surrounding devices. In Eq. 5, x is the number of known devices currently around the mobile device, and T is a predefined boundary value indicating that if there are no less than T known devices perceived by the mobile device, the value of S c can reach the maximum. The larger the value of S c is, the more security the mobile device feels about its surrounding devices, and correspondingly, it has a greater tendency to trust others.
α in Eq. 3 is the different degree of surrounding neighbors of a mobile device between two successive time slots, which can represent the dynamicity of its network topology. Eq. 6 shows how to calculate α.
As shown in the above formulas, the general comfort level is proportional to the confidence of the device's physical location and the network environment in terms of security state. It influences the device's preference of the trust evolution pattern. The higher the general comfort level of a device is, in other words, the higher the quality of resource that it receives, the more positive is the attitude that the device will hold toward building a trust relationship with others, and vice versa.
C. EMERGENCY DEGREE OF THE TASK
The third aspect that influences a mobile device's preference to establish a trust relationship is the degree of urgency of the transaction that the device is being or to be involved in. It is reasonable that the more urgent the task is, the more tolerance the mobile device will have toward the environment and its counterpart. As Stephen stated, in some cases, regardless of what may be occurring to cause risk, communication must persist. We use the symbol µ in the following content to indicate the degree of urgency of the communication. The smaller µ is, the more urgent the communication requirement is, and thus, the lower its requirement to the counterpart will be.
V. TRUST EVOLUTION MODEL
Above, we analyzed the influence of each situation factor on the preference of the trust evolution pattern. In this section, we introduce the proposed adaptive trust evolution model. Furthermore, we also describe how to determine the coefficients of the adaptive trust function according to the trustor device's situation. We use the definition of trust value proposed by Stephen Marsh that the trust value is a real number in the closed interval [−1, 1], where −1 represents complete distrust and 1 means complete trust [37] . A value of 0 means that the trustor has an uncertain viewpoint regarding a trustee's trust level. caused by a certain interaction between D 1 and D 2 . Similar to the trust in human society, the utility of different interactions between two devices should not be a constant. In addition, the utility of the same interaction between two devices should also not be a constant in different situations.
We assume that in device D 1 's view, a device needs ''N '' net positive interactions (denoted as npi) to achieve the maximum trust value. Here, net positive interaction is the result VOLUME 6, 2018 of the number of positive interactions minus that of negative interactions considering the aging factor. Given a period of time, assume that there are m interactions between D 1 and D 2 . These interactions are {e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e m }, ordered by the time of their occurrence. The time of occurrence of e i is earlier than that of e i+1 . The value of e i is 1 if e i is a successful interaction; otherwise, its value is −1. We denote the forgetting factor as σ . Then, the decay function shown below can compute the net positive interaction between the two devices. In Eq. 7, t i represents the time interval between the current time and the time that e i occurred.
From the above, we know that the smaller N is, the more quickly a device's trust can achieve a certain level, which means the more contribution that a positive interaction provides to the device's trust evolution. According to the analysis in Section IV, we know that the value of ''N '' is influenced by the degree of urgency of D 1 's communication requirement. In addition, ''N '' should also be directly proportional to device D 1 's historical evidence (ani, mentioned in Section IV.A). Therefore, the value of N can be obtained using Eq. 8, where β is the factor to adjust the relationship between ani and N . From Eq. 8, we can observe that if D 1 has a weak risk tolerance, then µ can be set to greater than 1 to enhance the evaluation standard. If D 1 is in an emergency situation, then µ can be set to smaller than 1.
When µ = 0, it means that any device can be viewed as a trusted object irrespective of how bad its behavior is; this may occur in the urgent situation in which the communication must persist regardless of what may be occurring. In this case, the trust evaluation function will be a constant function. In this paper, we use the notation T 
In the following, we consider the situation in which N = 0. The following formula shows the evolution of the trust utility given a series of successive interactions between D 1 and D 2 . Here, we first consider the utility when the value of npi between the two devices is positive. We know that there is a correlation between the trust utilities of successive interactions; thus, we use Eq. 10 to measure the utility of each positive interaction between two devices.
In Eq. 10, a i is the utility of a net positive interaction to T (s) should be the sum of the utilities of these s net positive interactions, which can be expressed as the formula shown below.
From Eq. 11, we can observe that t decides the preference of the device about trust evolution. If a mobile device holds a neutral attitude regarding trust evolution, then the utility of each positive interaction should be the same and t should be set to 0. If the device has a positive preference, then it means that the positive interactions that occurred earlier would have more utility than the later ones (a i should be smaller than a i−1 ), and therefore, t should be a negative number. For the same reason, t should be positive if a mobile device holds a cautious attitude. Thus, we can see that t represents the preference (attitude) of a device about trust evolution. We know that the value of N is determined by the historical evidence and the degree of urgency of the communication requirement. A device's attitude should be influenced by its general comfort level. If it feels that the environment is not very comfortable (such as the surrounding devices are all unknown), then it will be more cautious when building a trust relationship with others. In the following, we will show how to decide the value of t (the attitude of the device) based on the general comfort level. According to the previous assumption, the trust value of D 2 with N net positive interactions should be 1; then, we have the following:
By substituting Eq. 10 into Eq. 12, we obtain the following:
If t > 0, then a 1 is the smallest among a i ; otherwise, a N is the smallest. Since the utility of any net positive interaction (a i ) should be nonnegative, to guarantee this condition, we have that t should fall between . From the previous section, we know that the ranges of LocD and SocD all fall between 0 and 1; thus, we have 0 ≤ ComfortG ≤ 2. We now define a function f : ComfortG → t to determine t based on ComfortG. Its definition is as follows:
(1 − ComfortG) (14) When ComfortG = 2, which means that the general comfort level of the device is at the highest level, the mobile device will relax its vigilance, and the trust evolution pattern will become optimistic; thus, t should be equal to − When the number of net positive interactions between D 1 and D 2 is negative (npi < 0), the graph of the trust evolution function should be symmetrical about the origin with the image of Eq. 11 (npi > 0); thus, when s < 0, we have the following:
We now obtain the entire trust evolution model. From Eqs. 11 and 15, we can observe that the trust evolution pattern is influenced by two coefficients, t and N . N decides the overall utility of each positive interaction, and it is influenced by the historical evidence and the degree of urgency of the communication. t decides the preference of the device in terms of trust evolution (including optimistic, neutral and negative), which is decided by the parameter N and the device's general comfort level about the involved environment.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL
In this section, we will present the experiments that we conducted to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of our method. First, we show the features of the proposed method, and then we compare our method with other dynamic trust models to validate its efficiency.
A. FEATURES OF OUR METHOD
From the above, we know that the trust evolution is influenced by two coefficients, t and N ; thus, we first test the effect of the two coefficients in the trust evolution process. Then, given the preference of a mobile device (we assume that the trustor holds a positive preference in this experiment), we test the trust evolution pattern of its counterpart with different values of N (the least number of net positive interactions needed to obtain the highest trust value). As shown in Fig. 3 , the smaller the value of N is, the fewer net positive interactions that are needed for the trustee to reach a certain trust level. When N = 10, a mobile device's trust value can reach 0.6 if it has 8 net positive interactions with the trustor, whereas its trust value is less than 0.2 when N = 20 with the same amount of net positive interactions. Therefore, if the trustor is in an emergency situation, it can set N to a smaller number such that its standard of trusting others can be lower. If a device is being or to be involved in a sensitive interaction including some privacy information, N can be set to a larger number such that only the object that has many net positive interactions with the device can be viewed as trustworthy to perform the interaction.
B. A TRACE-DRIVEN EXPERIMENT-BASED FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
To validate the feasibility of our method, we conducted a trace-driven experiment. We monitored a mobile device in the real world and collected its usage scenarios for more than one year. The collected information includes its physical location, surrounding devices, accessing network and so on. Here, we name the monitored device as A, and its owner is Alice. A may interact with other devices in various environments for a certain task. During the monitored period, on normal days, A is placed in Alice's home and office most of the time. When Alice traveled abroad for a week during the summer holiday, she took A with her. Fig. 4 shows the virtual environment of A during normal days and vacation days. The virtual environment includes its surrounding devices perceived by Bluetooth and its accessing network. We say that the surrounding device or the accessing network is a stranger for A if it is perceived only a few times. If the times that the surrounding nodes or network appear exceed a certain number, we say that they are the familiar ones. In other cases, the surrounding devices or the accessing network can be viewed as semi-familiar. We explore the proportion of occurrences of A perceiving the familiar devices, strangers and semi-familiar devices. As shown in Fig. 4 , A feels more familiar with the virtual environment on normal days than on vacation days. Therefore, its corresponding comfort level is higher on normal days because most times, A communicates with its familiar devices, such as Alice's colleagues' devices in the work place and other devices owned by Alice at home. Regarding the physical environment, it is clear that A also feels more comfortable on normal days than on vacation days, as shown in Fig. 5 . In most cases, A appears in Alice's home or work place, which are all familiar places for it, whereas A is unfamiliar with the vacation location where it rarely appears. According to our method, A should hold a positive preference in terms of the trust evolution on normal days with familiar physical and virtual environments. When A is at the vacation spot, it will hold a cautious attitude toward the interaction counterpart. This means that A will not provide a high trust level to a strange entity after a few positive interactions when it is at the vacation location.
As indicated by the above two figures and analysis, the result of A's trust preference decided by our method in the trace-driven experiment is in accordance with our intuition about trust.
C. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
In this part, we will compare our method with available trust models considering dynamicity. In existing trust models, we select two state-of-the-art models, which are SecuredTrust [38] (a dynamic trust model for multiagent systems) and dynamic trust model for cloud computing [39] (for brevity, we will use CTrust in the following). Both of these models consider the dynamicity of the trust evaluation process. In our experiments, a mobile device named D 1 is connected to a network that has 100 mobile devices within it. To simulate the real world, we assume that there are three types of behaviors among these mobile devices: good behavior, confusing behavior and bad behavior. Well-behaved devices cooperate with others and provide satisfactory service to the counterpart, whereas bad devices always provide unsatisfactory interactions. Confusing devices alternate between exhibiting good and bad behavior. We will show the trust evaluation process of the two selected models and our model under different scenarios, which are shown in Table I . As shown, in each scenario, the behavior of devices, D 1 's historical evidence and its general comfort level are different, whereas the transactions involved in each scenario are the same. We assume that D 1 always performs well. In each iteration, D 1 interacts with fixed devices, each of which has different types of behavior, and other devices randomly perform transactions with each other. We use D 1 to evaluate the trust level of each type of device. The values of the parameters used in the experiments are listed in Table II . We set N in the good and bad historical evidence environments as 300 and 100, respectively.
We performed this experiment for a total of 1000 iterations, which are equally divided into four slots. We assume that the confusing devices' behavior oscillates between good and bad from one slot to the next, starting with good behavior.
In the following, we show the trust level evolution of each type of behavior in D 1 's view under different scenarios because it is very important for an effective trust model to distinguish different behaviors in any scenario. Fig. 6 presents the result of trust evolution with each method under scenario 1 in Table 1 . In this scenario, the historical evidence of D 1 is good. When it is in a new location and connected to an unknown network, the devices within the network are all ill-behaved except for a confusing device, which alternates between exhibiting good and bad behavior. In such an environment, D 1 's general comfort level becomes quite low; thus, it should doubt other entities. For the confusing device, although it does not always perform well, compared with other devices, it is better. Because of the good historical experience, the values of D 1 's atl and ani will be relatively high. Correspondingly, the utility of each interaction to the trust evolution will be relatively low, which means that the trust level evolves smoothly. As shown in Fig. 6 , under the CTrust model, the confusing device's trust level increases so fast that it can reach a quite high trust level with a few positive interactions. In the SecuredTrust model, the trust evolution pattern is in agreement with our analysis, whereas during the 500th and 750th iterations, the trust level of the confusing device is the same as the bad ones even though it performs well. In this situation, D 1 cannot distinguish these two types of behaviors; thus, the success interaction ratio of D 1 will inevitably decrease. Because of considering the comprehensive situation of the mobile device, the result of our method meets the above analysis. Fig. 7 shows the development of the trust level for each type of behavior in the second scenario. Device D 1 is in the same situation as that used in Fig. 6 except D 1 's historical evidence is bad. This means that its historical counterparts mostly have a low trust level, and they have a few good historical interactions; thus, the utility of each interaction may be higher in terms of the trust evolution. Because of the low general comfort level, D 1 should still hold a cautious attitude toward others. We can see that with our method, a device needs less positive interactions to achieve a high trust level, and similarly, a few negative interactions will lead to a relatively low trust level. Furthermore, different behaviors can be distinguished by D 1 , except for the beginning of the third slot. For CTrust, it performs reasonably in terms of the fast increase and decrease in trust level. Regarding SecuredTrust, it has the same problem as in the experiment shown in Fig. 6 .
We now consider the third scenario in Table I . Because D 1 's general comfort level is high, D 1 will hold a positive preference to trust others. Its good historical experience makes the utility of each interaction relatively low. Fig. 8 shows the result with the three methods. Using the CTrust method, a device can obtain a high trust level with only a few positive interactions, which is not reasonable in a environment where there are many high trust level counterparts that previously had many good interactions with D 1 . Furthermore, during the third slot, the confusing device can reach the same trust level as the good device in a short time. Although the confusing device behaves well during this period, it should also be distinguished from those that always perform well; otherwise, it will make some attacks possible, such as a selective behavior attack. For the SecuredTrust method, its performance is reasonable and similar to that of our method.
The final scenario that we test is the same as the third scenario except that the historical experience of D 1 is bad. The result is shown in Fig. 9 . According to the previous analysis, we can see that our method is closer to the desired result. Using the CTrust model, the trust level of a device increases and decreases rapidly, which is reasonable because of the bad experience, whereas the problem still exists during the third slot as mentioned above. We can see that the SecuredTrust model's performance is the same as that shown in Fig. 8(b) , which means that the trust evolution pattern will not change with the trustor's historical experience. This means that the performance of the SecuredTrust method can only be configured manually rather than adaptively.
As indicated by the above experiments, the available methods for trust evaluation are only suitable for certain scenarios. In different environments or communication patterns, to maintain the efficiency of the trust evaluation, these models need to change the trust evaluation function manually. However, it is clear that mobile devices are currently no longer remaining in an invariable communication environment or managing a certain task. Our model considers the comprehensive situation that a mobile device may be involved in, and the trust evaluation function will adopt the corresponding coefficients to make the function match the current situation such that it can still provide a reasonable trust calculation result.
VII. DISCUSSION
Although we have presented experiments to prove the efficiency of our method, some issues are still worth mentioning and discussing.
In this paper, we do not consider the indirect trust, although it can also be combined into the evaluation process by transforming the indirect interaction into a net positive interaction. For example, we assume that within a predefined period, device A (trustor) has n times of net positive interaction with device B and B has m times of net positive interaction with device C. When A evaluates the trust level of C, it can transform the indirect interaction among A, B and C into a corresponding direct interaction between A and C. We define the minimum net positive interaction (N ) that a device A (trustor) requires to assign the highest trust level to another device (trustee) as N A . One way to obtain the corresponding net positive interaction between A and C is shown in Eq. 16. npi is the corresponding net positive interaction between A and C transformed from the indirect interactions. Then, A can evaluate the trust level of C based on the proposed method. In fact, we can also adopt other methods to transform the indirect interaction into a net positive interaction.
Some may say that we can use a static trust evolution pattern and set different trust thresholds for different environments to achieve the same effect as the proposed method. If so, given a transaction, the net positive interaction that an entity needs to reach the maximum trust value is a fixed number (N is a constant number), but there are some problems. Assume that a mobile device D in any situation needs n times of net positive interactions to assign the maximum trust value to other devices. If there are many mobile devices that successfully interact with D much more than n times within a predefined period, then these entities only need to maintain that there are n net positive interactions with D such that their trust value can always be the maximum. In this case, irrespective of how large the value of the trust threshold is, these devices will all be categorized into the trustworthy class even if they might have exhibited considerable malicious behavior. For example, if N = 10, the scheme may be effective when the device is in a situation with high motivation to establish trust with others, whereas when the mobile device is in an environment where most neighbors have more than 1000 times of positive interactions with it within a short time, a device that has made 600 good interactions and 400 bad interactions and a device that has made 1000 good interactions will both have the maximum trust value and will be seen as completely trustworthy, which is obviously unreasonable.
Many available trust models use the success ratio between the trustor and trustee to determine the trustee's trust level rather than define the concrete number of successful interactions needed to obtain a certain trust level according to the involved situation. This method can reflect the trust level of an object to a certain degree. With increasingly more interactions with a certain entity, the device will have more belief in its own experience. Assume that mobile device D interacted with two entities A and B for 10 and 1000 times separately within a certain period and that all of these interactions were successful; then, the trust levels of A and B are the same using the success-ratio-based method. However, our intuition from real life tells us that D has more confidence in B than in A in terms of their future performance. Therefore, it is desirable to have a more adaptive and situational awareness trust mechanism for mobile devices.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we propose an adaptive trust evolution mechanism for mobile devices that depends on the device's situation. We abstract the situation space of a mobile device as ''what does it want'' and ''what it can obtain''. In the proposed model, we use different coefficients to depict the situation of the device such that the trust evolution pattern of the device will vary with the changing situation. We conduct some experiments to verify the properties and the efficiency of our model. The results show that the performance of our model is in agreement with the intuition about trust in real life. Furthermore, we compare our method with other state-of-theart dynamic trust schemes. The results show that the trust evaluation process is more reasonable in different scenarios using our model, whereas the compared models perform well only in some of the tested scenarios. In the future, we will continue to explore the trust evolution model for mobile devices in more dynamic contexts. Specifically, in this paper, we only consider the experience of a mobile device in terms of the currently involved transaction, whereas we will take the experience about other transactions into account to depict a more precise situation for mobile devices in the following work.
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